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ANSEC: A BASIC package for lag sequential
analysis of observational data
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Three BASIC programs for processing observational, nonconcurrent sequential data are
presented. The programs follow Sackett’s lag sequential analysis method and have the innova-
tions of running on interactional microcomputers and of providing plots of results. The out-
come of the analysis is stored on a magnetic disk, facilitating a further application of prob-
abilistic models to the transformed data. The Allison-Liker correction for the comparison test
between expected and observed lag probabilities is included in the programs.

The ANSEC package is composed of three programs
written in BASIC language: R-ANSEC writes sequential
data on a magnetic disk; N-ANSEC reads the data base
created by R, performs a nonconcurrent lag sequential
analysis, and provides numerical and graphical results;
and E-ANSEC reads some of the results provided by N
and amplifies its output.

PURPOSE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LAG
SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS

This analysis is carried out by N-ANSEC according
to the method developed by Sackett (1978, 1979,
1980). Sackett presented a FORTRAN program with a
similar purpose (Sackett, Holm, Crowley, & Henkins,
1979). The ANSEC package is not a translation of that
program into BASIC language, but an adaptation of the
method implemented for microcomputers, storing and
retrieving data on a floppy disk.

Lag sequential analysis aims to estimate the prob-
ability of occurrence for any behavior of a repertoire
against time, given a fixed or criterion behavior occurflng
at lag zero. When the analysis is nonconcurrent, all
behaviors considered, including the criterion behavior,
must be categorized in an exhaustive and mutually
exclusive system (Sackett, 1979). The behavioral se-
quences can have discrete or continuous bases (Type I
or Type III data), according to Bakeman (1978))

Sackett’s method inclu6es statistical testing to find
the lag intervals when the probability of a behavior is
"activated" or "inhibited" by the occurrence of the
criterion behavior. This is achieved by means of two-
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tailed binomial tests, comparing the observed lag prob-
ability of each behavior and the expected probability
in case of lack of contingency with respect to the cd-
teflon. The two possible modes of lag sequential analysis
are the prospective and the retrospective. In the former,
lags are computed forward from every occurrence of the
criterion behaviors. In the latter, following a reverse time
course, lags are computed backward from the criterion.
Examples of retrospective analyses were described by
Bakeman (1978).

Sackett stated four options or types ofnonconcurrent
sequential analysis; these must be studied in order to
acquire a deeper understanding of the analysis charac-
teristics. A similar application of this method can be
found in Dawkins and Dawkins (1976). Descriptions of
these four options follow.

Event (0)
Event ignores the durations of behaviors and deals

only with their sequential order. In brief, it analyzes the
behavior sequences as Type I data. The expected lag-one
probability of the criterion behavior after itself (prospec-
tive mode) or before itself (retrospective mode) is the
null probability. Also, the expected frequency of occur-
rence of any behavior at any lag from the criterion is
obtained by subtracting its observed frequency at the
preceding lag from its unconditioned frequency. These
constraints are imposed by the exhaustive and mutually
exclusive categorization system that is characteristic of
Type I data.

Level Triggered (1)
This option deals with both the durations and the

sequential order of behaviors, processing the sequences
as Type III data. In this type of analysis, each behavior
is replaced by a series of identical states whose size
equals the behavior duration. Then the analysis is per-
formed as if the sequence comprised Type I data. In
this case, there are no constraints, because if the time
unit used is small enough with respect to the durations
of behaviors, then it can be assumed that "in time units
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behaviors will always follow [or precede] themselves at
least one lag unit" (Sackett, p. 640).

Trailing Edge Triggered (2)
This option has the same characteristics as the level-

triggered option, but lag frequencies are computed only
from the last time unit of each occurrence of the cri-
terion. The onlg constraint is that the criterion cannot
be followed by itself at lag one (prospective mode).

Leading Edge Triggered (3)
This option has the same characteristics as the level-

triggered option, but lag frequencies are computed only
from the first time unit of each occurrence of the
criterion. The constraint is that the criterion cannot be
preceded by itself at lag one (retrospective mode).

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAMS AND THE DATA

Each progra~n of the ANSEC package is autonomous;
it can run separately, but needs to read data created by
the preceding program. The essential sequence of use is
R, N, E, although in a fixed analysis the latter program
can be run repeatedly over data provided by the second
one; also, analyses with different criterion behaviors
imply different uses of N over the data base created by

R.

Program R-ANSEC
The functions of this program are to write behavior

and duration sequences on floppy-disk files and, even-
tually, to retrieve, correct, and rewrite them. Each obser-
vation session focused on a subject provides a chain of
behaviors, or Type I data, or a chain of behaviors and a
chain of durations, or Type III data. The behavior
sequence is an alphanumeric vector with behavior
codes as components, with the codes being assigned by
the users to the behaviors that make up the repertoire.
The duration sequence is a numerical vector with integer
durations as components, expressed in a certain time
unit. The components of both vectors have to be ar-
ranged in corresponding order.

Input. This program inputs both vectors through the
keyboard. If users have Type I data, then the program
does not ask for durations. If they have Type III data,
then durations can be entered in accumulated or de-
accumulated forms. Also, durations are accepted in
sexagesimal or centesimal forms.

Output. The behavior and duration vectors corre-
sponding to each observation session are written by
R-ANSEC on two separate fries. The program is able to
process up to 3,100 components per observation session.
However, N-ANSEC is able to process a maximum of
only 500 components) Errors can be corrected by users
before they write the data on disk. Then, the R-ANSEC
program can retrieve them in order to print them on
paper or to recorrect them.

The data base created by this program consists of a

matrix of fries such as those described above. The ideal
dimensions of this matrix are SJ x NN, where SJ is the
number of observed subjects and NN is the numbe~ of
observation sessions per subject. Since each observation
session provides two files, the matrix contains 2 x SJ x
NN fries. When only a Type Event analysis is intended,
duration fries are unnecessary; in this case, the program
writes only SJ x NN behavior files. The matrix may be
incomplete due to an unequal number of observation
sessions per subject. In the matrix, each file is identified
by means of a code assigned by the user and by means of
its row and column numbers.

Program N-ANSEC
N-ANSEC reads the files matrix created by R, carries

out a sequential analysis on them, and prints the results
on paper. Furthermore, it writes the obtained lag fre-
quencies matrix on floppy disk.

Input. Each run of the program performs a sequential
analysis of the contingency of every behavior with re-
spect r.o a single criterion behavior, with a single type of
analysis, and in a fixed mode. The program reads the
data sequences from the disk and asks for the following
control data in conversational mode:

(1) Number of categorized behaviors to be analyzed,
including the criterion behavior. The program accepts up
to 28 behaviors.

(2) List of behavior codes.
(3) Criterion behavior code.
(4) Maximum lag desired to assess the contingency

of every behavior with respect to the criterion one.
(5) Summarization of lags, in order to provide, if

desired, a "summarized" printed output.
(6) Type of analysis-0, 1,2, or 3.
(7) Mode of analysis-prospective or retrospective.
(8) Time unit (only if a Type 0 analysis is not

selected)-durations can be rounded off to a larger time
unit, if desired.

(9) Confidence interval for the two-tailed binomial
tests-.95, .99, or .999.

(10) Information about the data base to be read
(number of subjects, codes assigned to the fries, etc.).

Output. Following Sackett’s method, N-ANSEC
computes the observed lag frequencies matrix F(MX, M)
and the lag probabilities matrix P(MX, M), where MX is
the maximum lag and M is the number of behaviors
analyzed. The (I, J) cell of matrix F stores the observed
frequency of behavior J with lag I from the criterion
behavior. The program carries out binomial tests in order
to compare observed and expected lag probabilities, and
computes nonsignificant probability bands as a function
of lag. Allison and Liker’s (1982) zl statistic is used in
these tests. Its relationship with the zs statistic suggested
by Sackett (1979) is:

Zs
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where Pc is the unconditioned probability of the cri-
teflon behavior. Allison and Liker stated that z~ is more
appropriate than zs because it considers the expected
lag probabilities as observed (sampled) rather than
theoretic probabilities. Given a fixed confidence in-
terval, the nonsignificant probability band becomes
narrower using zl. Therefore, this statistic makes it
possible to reject the null hypothesis more frequently
than zs-

N-ANSEC prints on paper matrices F and P together
with the outcome of statistical tests; it also plots each
column of P and its nonsignificant band, thus providing
lag profiles for each behavior. The essential information
is contained in matrix F, which is written on disk. The
tile is identified by a name or code given by the user, by
the mode, by the type of analysis, and by the criterion
behavior code.

Program E-ANSEC
Program E-ANSEC reads matrix F from disk and

computes observed probabilities and statistical tests
again; z scores are obtained for each probability. Also,
several cyclicity and magnitude indexes of contingency
are computed (Sackett, 1980). The program prints
matrices of frequencies, probabilities, and z scores, and
plots lag profiles based on probabilities and z scores, too.

Input. The program reads matrix F and asks for some
control data, similarly to program N-ANSECo

Output. The program computes the following indexes
based on z scores:

(1) MAG: Mean absolute magnitude of the contin-
gency of each behavior with respect to the criterion:

where zij is the z score corresponding to the observed
probability of behavior j at lag i, and k is the maximum
lag.

(2) CYC: Mean absolute cyclicity or oscillation of the
contingency of each behavior with respect to the cri-
teflon:

k-I
CYCi = k - 1 II - II.    (2)

i=l

(3) ZSU: Z sum, or standard mean oscillation, that
is distributed with mean = 0 and SD = 1 :

k
l    ~ ZiJ"

ZSUj = ~ i= 1 (3)

When the analysis is one of Type Event, the program
also provides z sums for even and odd lags.

The program writes the z-scores matrix and the
vectors containing the sums of the above formulas on
floppy disk. The file is identified in the same manner as
the one created by N-ANSEC, but the user must assign a
different name or code to it.

CONSTRUCTING A COMPLETE
TRANSFORMED DATA BASE

Although theoretically it is possible to use all the
types and modes of analysis, and to run N-ANSEC as
many times as behaviors exist (taking all of them as
criterion), the specific hypothesis stated by the re-
searcher can determine which types, modes, and cri-
teflon behaviors are the most useful. Sackett (1980)
presented a data transformation to polar coordinates,
which is a useful way of reducing a virtually overwhelm-
ing body of data. By means of ZSU indexes of each of
the behaviors, both taken as a criterion and as matched
behavior, in alternation, it is possible to graph on a plane
the mutual inhibition and activation areas. A further
program will be integrated in this package in order to
obtain this kind of graphical representation.

Matrices F and P provide useful data to carry out
further analyses such as, for example, an application of
spectral analysis to detect cyclicity of contingency
(Gottman, 1979, 1981; Gottman & Ringland, 1981), an
application of logit-linear models in order to separate
effects of individual or environmental variables upon
contingency, or effects of autocontingency upon cross-
contingency (Allison & Liker, 1982). Also, matrices F
and P can be useful to construct transition matrices to
study the markovity of sequences and to make compari-
sons between lag sequential analysis and other similar
sequential techniques (e.g., Andersson, 1974).

COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS AND AVAILABILITY

The programs have been implemented in BASIC on
a 32K CBM Commodore 3032 microcomputer, with
a Commodore 3040 floppy-disk dual drive and a Com-
modore 3022 tractor printer. Programs do not use over-
lays. They have been tested repeatedly in all options. A
first version of N-ANSEC was applied successfully to
analyze sequences of social behavior in two nonhuman
primate species (Estany & Quera, 1982). Listings of tile
three programs are available on request from the
authors)
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NOTES

1. A concurrent or interactive analysis needs two parallel
categorizations of Type I or Type III data. When processed in a
lag sequential analysis, they are considered as concurrent discrete
(Type II) or concurrent continuous (Type IV) data. We are
currently developing I-ANSEC in order to process interactive
data. This program will be compatible with the ANSEC package.

2. This refers to a 32K microcomputer. R-ANSEC has been
implemenled to accept up to 500 components per session,
although a slight modification enables it to write longer data
chains. More technical information about the package is available
from the authors on request.
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